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New Sexual Fetish; Couples
Getting Pregnant and Having
Multiple Abortions
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“My girlfriend enjoys her pregnancies and she enjoys
the abortion.”
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A new sexual fetish has emerged where couples
repeatedly get pregnant then have multiple
abortions.

Every day we stray further from God’s light.

In a Reddit post entitled ‘Question regarding abortion
and breeding fetish’, one user reveals how she has “a
female friend who has a really powerful fetish for
breeding” and never used birth control.

“She is with a male partner currently who is just like
her, into breeding and they have been practising their
fetish for quite a few abortions,” the post reads.

We live in hell. pic.twitter.com/ULorUPa2X3

— Paul Joseph Watson (@PrisonPlanet) September
11, 2019

Another male respondent then shared details of his
own abortion fetish lifestyle.

“I know this fetish. My girlfriend and me have the same
fetish. My girlfriend enjoys her pregnancies and she
enjoys the abortion. Her preferred date to abort is
between 20 and 24 weeks of gestation. I enjoy making
her pregnant. And I enjoy the time of her pregnancy.
She has no menstrual period and she is sexually very
active,” he writes.

“In the last ten years in our relationship we have done
seven abortions and my girlfriend is pregnant again
with a little girl,” he adds.

Another respondent then praises him for sharing his



fetish, writing, “It is good (and rare) to hear of a couple
(both man and woman) where both members are into
abortion and pregnancy. This is a wonderful and potent
example of personal power, where sex meets violence
and creation combines with destruction.”

Truly sick.

Given that the left has turned abortion from something
that used to be a shameful last resort into a celebrated
virtue, it becoming a sexual fetish was always the next
(il)logical step.
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Video: The ‘After School SATAN CLUB’ For
Kids Is Back

Virginia school claims it has to allow event to go ahead
so as not to discriminate
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A school in Virginia is under fire from parents after
it announced that an ‘After School Satan Club’ run
by the Satanic Temple is to take place in its
facilities.

The club is scheduled to take place on December 15 at
B.M. Williams Primary School in Chesapeake.

ASSC is there for the children of Chesapeake, VA



starting Dec 15. Join an environment free from threats
of eternal damnation. Print and return one of the
attached Permission Slips and bring it to the first
meeting. For the Electronic Permission Slip
https://t.co/SxeMS3YINy pic.twitter.com/JkqV87CEA4

— The Satanic Temple (@satanic_temple_) December
1, 2022

A member of the Satanic Temple who organised the
event argued that because the school has a Christian
club, it also had to allow a Satan club.

“I would like to add that this club is only happening
because of the Evangelical club that is already present
at the school,” stated satanist Rose Bastet.

She added that the Christian club “does aim at
indoctrinating children and we received a request from
a concerned parent to make sure there is another club
available to kids that don’t wish to be taught that they
are sinful and subject to burning in hell for all eternity
for slight infractions.”

A parent on the Facebook thread where the flier was
posted noted that “Stuff like this is why the wife and I
are sacrificing so much to send our son to a private
school.”

In the wake of the backlash, the school district issued a
statement noting “The School District has long held
policies and procedures in place which allow varied
community groups to use our publicly funded facilities
outside of the school day. This is common practice
among school districts around the state and nation. “

The statement continues, “Over the years, different

https://t.co/SxeMS3YINy


religious groups have requested and been allowed to
rent our facilities after hours. By law, CPS cannot
discriminate based on beliefs among groups wishing to
rent our facilities.”

It concludes, “Consistent with the law as detailed above
and the criteria set out in the CPS Board policy
regarding community use of facilities, the School
District has approved a building use request from an
organization known as the ‘After School Satan Club’
(ASSC) to host gatherings after school hours at B.M.
Williams Primary School.”

As we previously highlighted, this move on kids by
Satanists, is happening all over the country.

The Satanic Temple is even suing an
elementary school in Pennsylvania after officials
refused to allow the organisation to run the ‘Satan
Club’.

Just days after being voted down from having an after-
school "Satan Club," The Satanic Temple is filing a civil
law suit against the elementary school.https://t.co
/yng9SbkVSD

— KFOX14 News (@KFOX14) April 24, 2022

Lucien Greaves, Co-Founder of The Satanic Temple,
previously claimed “We believe that Satan is a great
metaphor for rebellion against tyranny and is the
embodiment of all of the values we espouse.”

Greaves claims that Satan isn’t actually worshipped by
the Temple, despite regular “Hail Satan” posts.

Is it surprising that parents are unwilling to trust this
greasy-haired one-eyed Satanist guy with their six year

https://t.co


olds?

Meanwhile, satanism is being promoted like its
perfectly normal by the likes of Disney:
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NY Times Claims Balenciaga Pedo Scandal
Is QAnon Conspiracy Theory

“The controversy has become one of the most explicit
collisions of internet culture, politics, fashion and
conspiracy theories to date.”
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In the wake of the ongoing Balenciaga pedophilia
propaganda scandal, the New York Times produced
a piece Tuesday that essentially claimed the entire
thing is some sort of QAnon conspiracy theory.



In the report, the Times suggests that only the likes of
QAnon, Tucker Carlson, The New York Post, and Fox
News are spreading the idea that the luxury fashion
brand condones child exploitation.

Kiddy bondage is high fashion.
Not liking kiddy bondage is QAnon.
– New York Times

The battle is already engaged people. Sooner or later,
you must choose a side. This is not a time for luke-
warm people.https://t.co/5bxjWlf8hu

— Tim Wood (@TimOnPoint) November 29, 2022

The piece states “they ignited a firestorm that traveled
from the internet to Fox News, fueled by allegations
that Balenciaga condoned child exploitation. The
controversy has become one of the most explicit
collisions of internet culture, politics, fashion and
conspiracy theories to date.”

It further posits that “As online criticism of the
campaigns spread, the story was picked up across
right-leaning media outlets, including The New York
Post and the prime time Fox News show Tucker
Carlson Tonight. The show has helped to publicize and
mainstream QAnon, the internet conspiracy theory that
‘a group of Satan-worshiping elites who run a child sex
ring are trying to control our politics and media.'”

The report adds “Here you have a major international
retail brand promoting kiddie porn and sex with
children,” Mr. Carlson told viewers on Nov. 22, “and not
promoting it subtly but right out in the open.”

Hey @nytimes, how was the ad NOT child

https://t.co/5bxjWlf8hu


exploitation? From the bondage-gear clad teddy bears
to the legal documents related to child pornography in
the frame, where's the conspiracy exactly?
pic.twitter.com/Q4z9ECbabJ

— Katherine Brodsky (@mysteriouskat) November 30,
2022

A reminder of the shoot in question…

There is NO acceptable reason to be exposing children
to BDSM. The court document in the ad appears to be
a case known as ‘Free speech coalition vs Ashcroft’
(look it up) this is sick & now Balenciaga has deleted all
post on IG & changed the photo on the site. More info
in thread https://t.co/EBQqk1POXL

— Tori Nicks 2.0  (@MajestyRia) November 21,
2022

Go down the rabbit hole and it’s even more brutal…

A thread on WHO is REALLY behind the #Balenciaga
ads:

The Devil In Disguise: Lotta Volkova

1. She has been one of the main stylist in Balenciaga
since 2014.
2.She has a relationship with an accused pedophile.
3. We can't only boycott #Balenciaga but also the
people behind it. pic.twitter.com/RjDYU283wj

— curioslight (@curioslight) November 27, 2022

The fashion company even apologised and brought a
lawsuit against the ad agency responsible.

Ps. Even Balenciaga issued an ass-covering apology &
sued ad agency.

https://t.co/EBQqk1POXL


— Katherine Brodsky (@mysteriouskat) November 30,
2022

Many charged that the Times is protecting the fashion
label:

We see you @nytimes trying to make the Balenciaga
scandal into a “right wing conspiracy theory” so you
can protect the Kardashians and ignore the severe
creepiness of creating and condoning child porn and
abuse in fashion. https://t.co/KlWB29A9eo

— Elisha (@ElishaKrauss) November 30, 2022
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Video: Disney Show Has Kids Hold Up
Sign Saying “WE LOVE YOU SATAN”

Not a good look in wake of Balenciaga scandal
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A new Disney Christmas show features a group of
children holding up signs that spell out “WE LOVE
YOU SATAN,” prompting a backlash from many,
particularly in the wake of the Balenciaga scandal.

The incident occurs in the series called Santa Clauses,
a Disney + spin off of the popular Tim Allen movies.

Each child holds up a letter, which is supposed to spell
out “We Love You Santa,” but a couple of the kids end
up in the wrong position.

Obviously, the scene is intended for comic effect, but it
isn’t playing well.

The scene comes amid further revelations of designers
associated with fashion label Balenciaga promoting
satanism, following on from a weird photo shoot which
sexualized kids.

A thread on WHO is REALLY behind the #Balenciaga
ads:

The Devil In Disguise: Lotta Volkova

1. She has been one of the main stylist in Balenciaga
since 2014.
2.She has a relationship with an accused pedophile.
3. We can't only boycott #Balenciaga but also the
people behind it. pic.twitter.com/RjDYU283wj

— curioslight (@curioslight) November 27, 2022

As we previously highlighted, despite news outlets
declaring the issue to be a “conspiracy theory,” the
fashion label was forced to apologize.

Disney angered many parents earlier this year by
throwing its weight and funding behind gender



reassignment procedures, even for kids, as well as
featuring transgender and LGBT characters:

EXCLUSIVE: I've obtained leaked video from Disney's
upcoming show "Baymax," which promotes the
transgender flag and the idea that men can have
periods to children as young as two years old.

It's all part of Disney's plan to re-engineer the discourse
around kids and sexuality. pic.twitter.com/y1ATnKCEce

— Christopher F. Rufo  (@realchrisrufo) June 28,
2022

The company was also heavily criticised by Florida
governor Ron De Santis  following Disney’s public
rebuke of his “Parents Rights in Education” bill which
prevents children as young as kindergarten age being
taught about transgender and gay sex issues in
schools.

Tucker Carlson charged that Disney has a “fixation on
the sexuality of children” pointing to recent reports that
four employees of the media giant were charged with
human trafficking in Florida, with one having allegedly
sent sexually explicit texts to an law enforcement agent
posing as a teenage child.
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